Futuristic Cost umin g,
Comp licated Stag ing
And Li ghtin g, Feature
Powder And Wi g Play
Students ! To arms ! Lock your
dormitory doors and windows ! Rossum's Universal Robots are oh march !
After many weeks of undercover
work; the C. I. L S., (Colby International Intelligence Service), has come
upon some' amazing and startling
facts. We have learned that at precisely 8 :00 P. M-, tomorrow evening,
in the Alumnae Building, a mass attack will be made by the robots upon
the humans in Colby. Every effort
has been put forth by the higher-ups
in the service to quell the coming rebellion. A telegraphic report from
our Fuhrer has just come in. Hmmmmmmm ! There is a ray of hope ! By
combining and massing the entire student force we may possibly put down
the revolution. Our leader , further
states that it will be most opportune
to meet in the Alumnae Building at
7:30 P. M-; or 7 :45 P. M., that is, to
arrive before the robots. Further
plans will be made on the spot, concerning our method of counter-attack .
Remember mass action "will save us!
(Please buy tickets in advance).
Kidding aside, students, never has
so much work been put into a single
play as in R. U. R. ' Never before has a
play been presented "in which, so much
work has been done on ' costumes, furniture, scenery, sound effects and lighting. Futuristic costumes ; tremendous
stage-crews; complicate d sound effects, and complex lighting. The
Powder and Wigyhas; worked many
weeks "upon a play which presented
Successful
considerable difficulty .
managing, directing and above all,
hard work, overcame this difficulty.
The following is a complete cast in
order of appearance :
Harry D^min , General Manager of
Rossurn's Universal Robots
John Hawes
(Continued on page 6)

EMBASSY: BULL SESSIONS
©iSCUSS MORAL PROBLEMS
Authority On
French Affairs
To Lecture Here

M. Frederix , Auth or And
J ournalist Schedul ed
For , M a ny Meetin gs

Prof. William J. Wilkinson '.. announced today that final arrangements have been , completed for the
visit.to Colby of M. Pierr e Frederix,French author and journalist, who is
lecturing in tlie United States under
the auspices of the Institute of International Education.
M. Frederix will be in Waterville
Thursday and Friday, March 9 and
10. At least jfive meetings are scheduled for the lecturer and as many different subjects are proposed for disThursday afternoon M.
cussion..
Frederix will be the guest of Le
Cercle Francais, and in the evening
there will be a public address, open , to
all students in the chapel. Friday
morning the classes in History 6 and
Government 2 will have an opportunity to learn something :about the
French Political parties from one "who
has been close to them all his life.
The . International Relations Chin
hears the speaker Friday afternoon,
and President Johnson is to hold open
house for , the,, faculty.„ ..members to
meet M. Frederix Friday evening.
M. Frederix has lectured once before in this country, visiting only the
Southern colleges, however. . . His,. exp erience is very" wTde,~": he 'having " served in the World War, and halving
since traveled throughout Europe and
Asia as a correspondent for French
periodicals.
Students are urged to take advantage of this unusual opportunity to
learn something of French ' government as well as to get the French
point of view on world problems.

Colby Mules Bow To Maine In
Furious Last Minute Attack
Black Bears Keep Hi gh
Scoring Bus Burr ill
Down To Few Poin ts
In a rough and tumble contest hefore a packed house last Friday night,
University of Maine's fighting quintet waited until the last three minut es t o un leash a f ur i ous attack that
spelled defeat for the Colby Mules
and gained the Black Bears the 1939
state series crown. The score was
58-44.
Paced by Lanky Ed Stanley, tho
Maine forces took advantage of a disorganized Colby defense to drop in
seven goals from the yfloor in thoso
h ect ic thre e minutes, and held Colby
to one foul goal during that same
period. Stanley scored 17 points, all
but two of them in the second hal f,
producing a scoring punch that Colb y "was not able to overcome.
The Mules started ofT well in tho
first half , piling tip a load rapidly. Peters , R i m o sukas , .nnd Burrill combined
to give the home forces a . 2444 load.
During this first stanza, the Mules
passed well and shot accurately, and
looked like thoy would -bo able . to
tako Maine. Comin g back in .the second hahty however, th e Boars wore a
rejuvenated outfit. Eating into Colby 's lead all during the half , Maine
finally pulled even when Dana Drew,
a fine player ivll night, dro pped, in a
field goal tip make tho scoro 4 3 all.
From thon en thoro was no stopping
tho Bear, Stanle y culminated his

(Continued on puce 2)

I. R. C. To Meet
Next Tuesday, Mar. 7

The International Eelations Club
will meet Tuesday evening, Marcli 7,
at 7:30 in the Alumnae Building. The
program will consist of a panel discussion on the subject of American
Foreign Policy which is of vital im-'
portance at the present timo. Everybo dy is welc ome and th ere will b o an
opportunity for individual discussions
from anyone in the audience, This
meeting .promises to be one of the
most exciting and important on the
club' s calendar , and it is hoped that
there will be a large attendance.

Women Speak
Men Consider
On -Exploiting C5thers , Colby Glee Ciub Moral Problems In
God And Marr iage | Presents Varied Chan ging World

By Olive Pullen./.
I
Bull sessions, stimulated by Embassy leaders, were held in the women's dormitories Monday rdght after
dinner.
. The Poss Hall group, led by Mliss
Edith Lerrigo, discussed a major problem of life at college "using" other
people for selfish purposes. It was
decided that it is just as ignoble to
.allow oneself to be exploited as it is
to exploit others. Said Miss Lerrigo,
and the Poss Hall girls agreed with
her, "The greatest contribution yon
can malce to the world is an integra',
.
ted self."
The Boutelle and Foster House girls
had a joint session under the guidance of Miss Leonette Warburton.
The question, "what is God, and what
does He mean to us?" was discussed.
There was also some discourse on the
subject of birth control.
A't Mary Lowe and -Alden House,
¦'
'
• . .. ' ' (Continued on page 3)

D U And Tri Deit
Atta in Hi gh Score s
In Scholarshi p
At the end of the first semester, ata'bulati'bri of the ' scholastic standing
of the fraternities and sororities
shows that 'Delta '* Upsilon has risenfrorn eighth place 'Lat.-the , eoid] of the
secblad^em'G^
Delta Delta Delta ' leads the - sororities, having been second 'last spriiig.
Another remarkable point is the 6.7
difference in average between the allsorority average and the average of
the non-sorority women; while the allfraternity average leads that of nonfraternity men by only . 1,2. :
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY: !
STANDINGS
f
First Semester, 193&-39
FRATERNITIES
Standing at . .
end 2nd sem.
Standing . '37-'38 . Score
Name
. 1.
D. U. '
8
35.6
T. D. P.
2
1
35.4
A. T. O.
3
34.1
.5
"4
L. C. A.
4
33.0
Z. P.
5
2
32.0
P. D. T6'
7
31.9
' 29.5
D.' K. E.
7
3
K. D. R.
8
6
23.9
• All Fraternity, 31.7.
Non-Fraternity, 30.5.
y
All M en , 30.9.y . ..
,. (Continued ,on -page- 6)

• The first two days of the .second
Musical Program annual
Fraternity Embassy at Colby
'

Co-ed Trio , Qu artet Of '40
Strin g Tri o, Robert Carr
Star In Concert Feb. 23
By Estelle Rogers

The combined musical clubs of Colby, under the direction of John White
Thomas, gave a most enjoyable concert in the Alumnae Building on Tuesday evening at eight o'clock.
Several , different combinations performed. The Colby Trio—a group oi
songsters consisting of June Saunders, Patricia Thomas, and Polly Pratt
sang "Summertime," "The Girl in the
Bonnet of Blue," and. "Ferdinand."
As an encore; they sang "Ferdinand"
again; requesting the audience to join
them.
Mr. -Robert—Garr, -- -accompanist,
played several selections from Chopin
on the piano, and as an encore, played
a piece of his own composition , "In A
Spanish Cloister," which showed the
influence of Chopin. The quartet of 1940 , Conrad Swift,
Buell Merrill , Halsey , Frederick, and
Spencer , Winsor .sang s "Do Ye Ken
John Peel,'.' in rousing manner. Them
they were . joined by Miss ' Evelyne
Short, ;contralto soloist. She sang,
Noel Coward's latest song, "Mad
Th Boy^
Xj 00
;
,._
^^ ^ J " y^:^. . ,^^
-The men's chorus sang , several
songs alone , .among , them a Negro
spiritual, "Humble,?' in which Halsey
Frederick was the soloist. For . variety
in this star-studded program, the wellAlthough cloudy outside, it;was gay
known 'instrumental trio, Elizabeth ahd : colorful in the- silver,"
gold, and
Solie , piano; Elizabeth." Bavis, violin ; blue hall of the Elmwood Hotels
as the
and Eleanor Bavis, cello; played se- Tri Belts 'held their annual/
.
dinner
lection 's .from Beethoven and Mendels- dance last Saturday, Feb.;;
"With
W0'
sohn. The combined " choruses . sang streamers flying and feet 1' joying
several songs, among them "Proces- swiftly' and merrily over the ;
floor ,, the
sion Of Tha Sardar ;" "Dark Water " many couples danced to tlie 1;unes
; of
with solos by: Berherd Burbank and Cecil Hutchinson;and his Royal ComEvelyne Short ,"".Turtl e Dove ", with a manders with the theme song,
"Starsolo by Conrad: Swift; and "We Have dust,'' sung; by Philip Ames.
Mayor
A Song '.To Sing, O;": from "Yeomen and Mrs. Paul Dundas,
Professor and
Of The Guard; " by Gilbert and Sul- Mrs. Arthur Eustis,
Miss Virginia
livan. The(.'program was brought to a Swallow, and Mr. Arthur Seepe were
close by. the singing of "Alma Mater ," the. chaperones. Mildred
Van Valkenin which the audience joi ned.
burg was chairman of the dance comThe program was , followed by a mittee. -- •dance, with music by the White MuleS,

Silver, Gold , Blue
Decorate Annual
Tri Delt Dance

Leadbetter Explains
Colby Debate rs Hold Health Department
First Inter nationa l
To Sociology Glass
. .. Mr. George W. Leadbetter, ComDebate Here

Last night tho Colby debaters parWomen 's Staff
ticipa te d in "; thoir * ¦'first' international
donate of this year .when representaPublishes Echo
tives from St. Patrick's 'College-of Ottawa were their guests.
. ,i
. An innovation iwas tried than
Th e quest io n de b ated was: Resolve d
weolc in the publication of timo that the
United States should form
ECHO: -the women on the staff ah alliance
with Great Britain.
have taken entire responsibility for
the production of this ;paper, on- " Colby's team of Dwight Sargent ,
and Nathanael , Guptill uphold the
"The Great Choice," b y Fred East- time. Sally Aldrich acted as Edi- negative side very .convincin gly, ¦•. '¦' :
tor, Ruth Gould and Estollo Rogers
man , author of "Broad," will tie preThis ivftornoon at 4:80 Golbyy desented at the Alumnae Building, as News Editors and Prudence bated Providenco
.,Cpilege. Flint Tayl
Ruth Roberts as Make-up
March 5. This play will bo the regu- Piner and
; The reason : for this eix - lor and Howard Miller . represented
editoirt.
lar Gollege Forum starting at 6:30: P,
jperim«nt .was two-fold: .a picked Colby as thoy debated the proposition.-:
M. Tho cast is as follows :
j. [
R esolved : That ' the¦ United States
Paula
Beatrice Kennedy, '41 group of the mon 'a staff is- to put shoul d
ycease spending government
out the I Waterville; Sentinel in a
Anno -.------.-.Carrio Burdwood, f_ l
fun
ds;
for , stimulatin g, business. , '.
days
,
few:
nnd
tho
Editor-in-Chief,
Isabel
Elizabeth Itosongron, ,'_2
'n ,:Piper, '- decided that-the r, AsYthe - custom is in tlie East,1 no decWilso
Mr. Kru ger
Saul Millstoin, '42
)
Herman ____ -Robert MacDonalclr M2 {women bit tho staff ahovld have cision. was. given in either ' of these; tie' some! experience on i the production bat es'. .
•
;_Marion . McArdle , '41
Miss Lo o
of
the
pnpeiv
Therefore
anfflo
,
for
Dwig'h
•
fc
Sargent
,
Natlinnaol
Guptill
Lieutenant
Norman Coltin , '42 :
the I excellent job which i lins boe>n and Flint Taylor have "been chosen* to
The Rev. Dr- Robert Thompson—. done; by. the women, -without any sp eak; in the -Murray prizo debat e
• .. _„_ .
-.- Gordon Rich arilson , '42
;e
xperience . whatsoever!'.,. " wo say which' will- bo-hold- in tho near futur e,
, (Violet Hamilton , ''38, is directing
and Congratulations 1" ! Three moro men will bo selected*to
"Thanki,
the play. These t taking parts will re'
molco up two thvoo-mon tonms.,
ceive c.odits ior Powder and Wi ff. I .
j

"The Great Choice"Tb
Be Given In Forum

have been an overwhelming success.
The theme "Moral Foundations in a
Changing World," has been discussed
in all its possible connecting subjects
throughout the fraternity houses on
the campus, for tlie past'two nights.
With still , another ^night for . .discussions, the strings of thought will be
gathered together, with emphasis on
the theme as a whole.
The embassy really opened when
the various house representatives met
their leaders when they arrived on the
"Streamliner," Monday afternoon.
The embassy officially opened when
the representatives and leaders met
at four o'clock on Monday in the
Alumnae Building to discuss plans and
organization- for the embassy. . In this
session, the leaders and fraternity
representatives - became more acquainted arid at ease with each, other.
The first ','_Bull . session ", opened that
night in the respective houses. The
women representatives with their
leaders were also ' present at the afternoon session, and served tea for
the assembly. The women's discussion groups also got underway Monday evening.
Tuesday morning , at chapel period
the fraternity representatives present(Continued on page' 6)

missioner of Health and Welfare in
the State of Maine , talked before Dr.
Morrow 's Sociology 6 class last Saturday morning at 9 :00 A. M. He began
his speech by telling of the organization and functioning of the Department of Health and Welfare.
Governor Gardiner arranged a survey which led to ,the eliminat ion , in
1981, of some of the 'old d ep artments
and established some new ones, including the Department of Health and
Welfare. Prior to that timo , the Department of Health an'd the Department of Public Welfare wore separ'
ate.
t
,y ' .Mr. Lead better stated that there
are nine divisions -of ,the Biu'oau ;of
Health and Wolfai'e. Thoy aro as follows :
yl. Tho work of tho diagnostic
laboratory; in connection with com- ,
munic
ntuili .Vt.VMlU
ablo diseases.
-ua uuBuw,
t.,'

2. Tho division ,of anikvvy. on^
^
ginoering, -wliich 'teW^nnually-'inore
i
than 10,000 water. sa^pl-Hii/d$$00
m ilk ,samples, t t v , <$
.
jrn j Wpr ioe ,
3 ' Public» hi^th WW^
(Ooiitinuod /1.on)( pBo 6)
'
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Powerful University Of Maine
Squad Defeats Track Team
Four Records Smashed
By Daggett, Dyer,
Johnson

INTER-FRATERNITY VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
' ¦ '
.;.. - .. _ ., ,_ y

'
'
193$. . ...,. . \_ ' ' ». ; ' .

Wed., March 1, 3:30,¦ L. C. A.-D.
U:; 3,:30; Zete- K. D. R. * ¦;*
0
=
Thursi , March 2, 3:30, A. T. O,Non-Frat; 3:30, Phi Delts-Tau Delts.
Fri., March 3,. 3:30 , Dekes-Tau
Delts ; 3:30, A. T. O.-L. C. A.
j
.Sat., March . 4, 2:00,. ZetesrNbn .i
Prats ; -2:00 , Phi Delts-K. D. R.; 3 :00',
A. T. O.-D. TJ. ; 3:00, -L. ' C. A.-Tau

S_0tE-KICKS

By RALPH DELAN O

Contin-nrig o-ii\ norninatioiis for a
' !
Col"by AtMetes Hall . of Fame :
Delta Ka ppa Epsilo n

The. oldest fraternity on /the campus- has had-a long list of famous
athletes, including the Peabody b oys,
1
and Bill Millett, and many others, The
most famous, however, -was Bill
Me-anix of the- class of 1916*i:-Meanix
transferred from Colby to Harvard to
get'his degree,, but the Bliie ' and Grey
can still claim him as loyal son. lie
shattered track records right and left
while he attended Colby. He conr
tinned: his success in track after he
finished college. In 1920 Meanix was
a member of ' the . United States Olympic " t eam, -which competed with other
nations i_i the Olympic games at Antwerp. He held, the world's record in
the 440 yard low hurdles for many
years until it was lowered by Thompson of Dai'tmoTith in 1922. He was
track coach at Tufts, and during his
mentorship produced outstanding athletes for the Jumbos. At present he
is connected with the school system
in Boston.

Burrill Leads
Mules To Close
Win Over Bates
Bobcats Rally At Half
Asid Nearly Tie Score

Colby's track team met its second
"With Buster Burrill leading the
defeat of the season at the hands of
Mule attack with 15 points. Colby
a very powerful and well balanced
managed -to stave off the Bates BobUniversity of Maine track team "here
cats at Lewiston last Wednesday
at the Field House last Saturday. The
evening, 46-43. With three miute4
weight events were held at the TJnif
left bo play, the Bates team withi
versity last Thursday, 'and" the BearWoodbury doing most of the scoring-;
gained an ea_ 'ly lead then. Colby was
dropped
in ten points to nearly eke
defeated hy the ' score of 75¦ 2-3 to 41 Delts. ¦
out
a
win.
j
¦ •"
'Cs
1-3.
; " * I
Zetes-L.
3:30,
March
6,
Mon.
,
but
23-16,
Colby
led
at
halftime,
.
i
'
was met by a determined Bates ofFour records were shattered as A.; 3:30 , Phi Delts- Non-Prats.. " , - ." !
Tues., March 7, 3:30, A. T. 0Dyer (M), Johnson (M) and Daggett
fense at the start of the second half;
:
(C) starred in their events. Dyea- set 2etes; 3 :30, D. U.-Phi Delts.
Led by Kenney and Woodbury, the
Wed., March .8, . 3:30, L. C. A.i
records in the discus and'tlie 16-pound
Bobcats rapidly cut down the Mul«
in
;
Delts-Non-Erats.
rati
Dekes;
3:30,
record
^et
a
the
and
Johnson
lead.
shot,
Thurs., March 9, 3:30, Dekes-D- "U. ;
35-pound weight. Johnny Dag-gett,
Al Rimosukas and Mike Spina aid3:3
0, Phi Belts- A. -T.,0.
set
a
new
.nee
fc
Colby's prize athlete,
ed the Mule attack with 11 and 9
Fri., March 10, 3 :30, K. D. R.-lW
points, respectively.
record - as he soared to the second
_7rats;
3 :30, Phi Delts- Zetes.
greatest height ever recorded in the
The summary:
Sat., March 11, . 2 :00, Phi Delts-L.
state in the pole vault. He went 12
Colby (46)
C. A.; 2 :00, Zetes-D. U.; 3 :00, Dekesfeet, 9" inches.
G.
F. P.
Non-Frats ; 3 :00, K. D. R.-Taii Delts.
Burrill , rf
6
3
15
Th«- summary:
Mon., March 13, 3:30, Dekes-A. T.
Rimosukas, If _ '_
4
3
11
Discus : won by Dyer (M) ; second , O.; 3 :30, X. D. R.-l. C. A.
Peters,
c
1
0
2
;
Tues., March 14, 3:30, Tau DeltsHodges (C> ; third, Bennett (M) .
Spina
4
0
8
Ta u Delta Phi
Distance, 129 feet 9 inches. (Record). D. U.; 3:30 , K. D. H.-Dekes.
Malins,
rg
0
2
2
on the
.. The youngest . fraternity' ' 3
3:30
L.
C
.A.Wed.,
March
1
5,
,
lgHatch
,
2
8
35 pound weight : Won by Johnson
,
Non-Frats-3 :30, A. T. O.-Tau Belts campus comes . next. The Tau Delts
<M) ; -second Bennett (M) ; third,
ca__
boastof . Hank . Davidson as their
.
Thurs.,' March . 16, 3:30 , K. D. R.Totals
18
11 46
Levin (C). Distance 53 feet. (Recoutstanding
athlete. Davidson gradZetes;
3:30,
B.
U.-I^on-Frats.
Bates (43)
ord). uated in. the class of 1934. He played
- Fri., March 17, 3:30, K. D. B.-A.
G.
F. P.
"Won
Dyer
(M)
;
16 pound shot:
by
in hockey, baseball and football while
T. O.; 3:30, Zetes-Tau Delts.
Crosby,
rf
4
1
9
second, Hodges (C) ; third, Bennett
Sat., March 18, 2:30 ,, Phi Delts- in college, his stellar work being in Mclaughlin ,
1
0
2
(M). Distance 44 feet *& inch. (Rec- Dekes ; 2:30 , D. U.-K. D. _t.
the last two. He was one of Coach
G
orman,
If
0
0
0
ord).
Eddie R-oundy's dependable hurlers
Belliveau
,
0
0
0
45 yard high hurdles: "Won by Mcand doubled for duty in the outfield.
Woodb
u
ry,
c
7
1
1
5
Carthy (M); second, Burnham (C) ;
He was an All-Maine end in football.
1 0
2
third , Cohen (M). Time, 6.3 seconds.
In. the 1934 Bowdoin-Col'by game, Cool,
Kenney,
lg
1
1
3
Mile run : Won by Chase (C) ; secHank Davidson virtually turned the
0
0
0
ond , Erlenbach (IVE) ; third, Deadline
tide of battle by consistently blocking Wilder,
Witty,
lg
5
1
12
(M) . Time, 4 minutes 39.8 seconds.
Bowdoin 's attempts at kicks. It was
0
0
0
40 yard dash : Won by Cochrane
that same game in which Davidson Briggs,
scored,
on
a
passing
play
they
made
(C) ; second, Atwood (M); third, Dike
Shaiing the fat« of the varsity
_ 10
Totals
5
48
(M). Time 4.8 seconds.
track team, Colby 's yearlings were up in the huddle." The Polar Bears
High jump: Won by .; McCarthy defeated hy the University of Maine w«re baffled and so was Eddie
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 5
(M) ; second , JC. Thompson ( C ) ; tie freshmen by a score of TO 1/, to 37% Roundy.
for third between Dexter (M) and in the Field House Saturday afterKappa Delta Rho>
Goodchild (M) . Height,. 5 feet 8 noon. "Vic " Lebednik -was Colby 's
A Local Cleaner
The ron Stinchfield of the class of
inches.
dark horse. Lebednik has been out 1933, was one of Colby 's iiner track The Waterville Dry Cleaners
600 yard run : Won by Smith <M) ; for track but a short while, and he men and an all around athlete,
"beCareful Work
second , Bouchard (M) ; third, Stevens succeeded in scoring a tota l of il sides. He won in the State meet two
"Servi ce Which Satisf ies"
(C). Time , 1 minute 20.6 seconds.
\
points in three weight events.
successive years, in his specialty (Only the finest
products used in our
2 mile run: Won by Blaisdell (M) ;
Oilman of Maine broke the fresh- which was heaving the javelin. He
'
cleaning process)
second , Charbonneau (C) ; third,
man meet record "by running the dis- placed dn the New Englands. He
1
Wicher . (M) . 10 minutes 23.8 sec- tance in 6,1
From 3 Hour Service up
holds the present Colby javelin record
seconds.
onds.
with a lieave of 186 feet , 1% inches,
The summary :
1000 yard run: Won by Smith. (M) ;
Tel. 277 62C Temple St. I
which he made in his junior year in
Discus : 1st, Socio (M) ; 2nd , Lebedsecond, Card (C) ; third , Erlenbach
college. He also holds the record for
(M). Tim«, 2 minutes 31V_ seconds. nk (C) ; 3rd , Barrows (M). 115 feet , the twelve pound shot. Besides
these
Broad jump : Won by Daggett (C) ; 1inch,
achieveanents, he was an able pole
25 pound weight : 1st, Lebednik
second , McCarthy (M) ; third , Atwood
vaulter, consistently scaling over 11
(M). Distance, 22 feet 2% inches. (C) ; 2nd , Socio (M) ; 3rd , Harris (C). feet; and he could toss the 16 pound
300 yard run : Won by Bouchard 3? feet, 6% inches.
shot 40 feet. Stinchfield was out for
12 pound shot: 1st , Gorman (M) ;
(M) ; second , Atwood ,(M) ; third ,
track all four years of his college
Cochrane (C). Time , 35.3 seconds. . 2nd , Xebednik (C) ; 3rd, Helin (C). career, doing his best work in his
Pole vault: Won by Daggett (C) ; 43 feet , 4% inches.
j unior year , His senior year was
45 yard hurdles : 1st, Oilman (M) ;
second , Le onard (M); third, Weav er
marred by sickness which cut down
(M). Height , .12 feet 9 inches. (Rec- 2nd , Pratt <C) ; 3rd , Anderson (C). his well-founded hopes
that he would
C.l seconds (record).
ord).
b etter the records ' he had set up in his
40 yard dash : 1st, Gilinan (M) ; j
Tin ior year .
2nd , Pifleld (C) ; 3rd , Phillips (C).
..8 seconds.
Mile run ; 1st, Ingraham (M) ; 2nd ,
The average Colby Varsity basHiggins (M); 3rd , Emery (C). 4.59. keteer is a, Sophomore, 20 years old ,
Captains for the basketball teams
High jump : 1st, Pratt ! (C) ; Fedoro- weighs 165 pounds and stands five
of the Women's Athletic Association, .
vieh (C) tied first; 3rd , Blanchard feet, eleven inches,
tournaments were chosen last week as
(M) ; Roberts ( M ) -, Healy (M) tied.
_- C —
follows : Tirginia Gray, Msirjorie
5 feet, 4 inches.
Towle, Barbara Arey, Hut h Ro be rts ,
The American Olympic live aver600 yard run : 1st,, Gateomb (M) ;
Elizabeth Sweetser, Jan e Russell , and
2nd , Garfinlde (M) ; 3rd , Colpitts aged 6 feet , 5. inches, with a 6 feet , 9
Caroline Batson. Volleyball Captains
ittch center,
(M). 1.24.29.
.The Japanese team ,
were also chosen. They are : Virginia
1000 yard mn: 1st, Gateomb (M) ; smothered by this lanky crew that
M osher , Mar garet Johnson , Hel en
2nd , Dipomo (C) ; 3rd , In gra h am often _cept the ball for ten minutes
Guptill , N orma. Lappaaien , Eleanor
at a t ian e, have demanded arid receiv(M). 2.40.1.
Bavis, Ruth Scr ibner , Ma y Bonnar ,
ed
a 6 feet , 2 inch limit for the next
Broad jump: 1st, Graham
(M ) ;
Ada Vinecour , and Mildred Colwcll.
2nd , Piflold (C) ; 3rd , Fedorovieh (C) . games- a help to most other nations
Here arc the results of the sorority
also.
Anderson ( 0 ) tied. .19.8%.
spo rts:
30 0 yard run: 1st Conti (M) ; 2nd ,
\ Basketball
Philli ps ( M ) ; 3rd , Paul M. Anderson
Won
Lost (C). 30.8 seconds.
Pole vault ; 1st, Graham ( M ) ;' 2nd ,
Sigma ICaypa
Non-Sorority
Chi Omega ._
Delta Delta Delta Blanchard (M) ; 3rd , Fedorovieh (C).
Sigma Ka-ppa
Alpha Delta Pi 0 fceb 9 inches.
Last Saturday, Johnny Daggett
VolIeyhaH
«learo<l tho soaring height of 125 foot ,
FINAL STANDINGS
Chi Omega
Alpha D elta Pa,
9 inches in the pole vault ovont. of the
_ Phi Mu
Intor-Frntomity Basketball
Sig-ma Kappa _ _ - :..._
Colby-Maine track meet, breakin g tho
Sigma Kappa _ _ . _ -Delta Delta, Delta
Worn hott Colby-Maine meet record , tho . Colb y
Alpha Delta PJ_ -_
Non-Sorority D. K, E. - m^m
in d oor recor d , and tho Colby field
8
0
—
house
record . In fact, Coach Norman
D.
U
7
1
Ping Po ns
.\
,
,
C
Non-Prats
Perkins
expressed his belief that ' Lady, "21
•
m
4
4
Sigma Kappa , »_ .___ __ Al pha Delta Pi
K. D, It, -_ .,.
maining representatives of Mnino ,
4
4
Leonar d , the def ending state clmmL. C, A, _„,
«. 5
'- _.„
p
ion ,,_vnd Weaver , hy 12 foot 0 inches ,
Zetes
»„
3
5
JOIN THE CROWD AT THE
John 3i«d tho cross-bar sot up another
Phi Dolts „,
5
--,.- ¦ 3
PURITAN SWEET SHOP Tau Belts „_ ..
.
throo inches and vaulted ovor it in
.
- 2 , 0
For Dinner or Supper
A, 1, Oi ., .-,,.. ._ _ _ ,_ ,.., _ _ _ , „ _ 2
boaiitafiilstylo. :
u

__

U. Of M. Sur passes
Colb y Freshmen
In Track Meet

Colby Mules

(Continued from page 1]

beautiful playing with three held
goals, and Bourgoin put in . two more.
It was a 'brilliant victory for the
Maine team and for their- coach,
youthful Hal Woodbury, who took
Coach Kenyo_i's plac e in tlie middle of
the season. "Woodbury, former Maine
star, has had control of the tean___ince
Kenyon 's illness.
The largest factor in tlie Colb y defeat was the fact that Maine was able
to hold high scoring Bus Burrill down
to few points. Guarding tlie Mule star
closely, the Maine players removed a
serious threat. Burrill _sco2'ed nine
points. Al Rimosukas and Gil Peters
took top scoring honors for the home
team , each putting in ten points. '
Individual star for the Bears -was
Stanley, whose one handed shots won
the game. Bourgoin , Drew and Wilson all hehpetT to trim ^down the Maine
first half deficit, and paved the way
for Stanley 's great exhibition in the
final stages.
In a preliminary gam e, the Colby
Jayvees managed to get a one basket
victory over a haid-worlring- Higgins
Classical team , 51-49. Colby led at
the half , 31-20, and the Higgins comeback just fell short in the final minute.
The summary :
Colby (44)
Burrill, rf
Rim osukas, If ___
Peters, c
Spina
Hatch, rg
Malins, lg __ '
Totals

G.
2
5
5
2
3
1

18

M aine ( 53)
G.
Curtis, rf
3
Drew, If
\
3
Tracey, c
1
Stanley,
8
Wilson , rg
4
Arbor ,
2
'. 2
Bourgoin, lg
Totals

23

P. . P.
5
9
0
10
0
10
0
4
2
8
. 1' . 3
8

' 44

P." P.
2
8
1 7
0
2
1 17
1 9
0
4
2
6
7

53
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JEFF'S TAP ROOM

Dine and Dance
Opp. Stadium
We Still Have You* Favorite
LUNCHES and DRINKS

CITY JOB PRINT

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville , Me.

W. A. A. NEW S

C0BDUR0Y PANT SALE

*2.2i
2.95

*21- 9B Values
3. 95 Valu es

Daggett Breaks
Pole Vau lt Record

" Where Colby Men Meet "

William Levine and Sons
¦

i

Wasty Sandwiches of All Kinds
:: "':"y: :1: ' ;, ;' ;: '"' '«|
t' Any" Time ' :
j
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Co-ed Mu sical Trio , l> t 0§
Enterta in In Cha pel -\ *\

Bookworm BurroWings
' • ' Try as we may, we find it well nigh
impossible to keep in pace with the
tempo of the modern scene. Contemporary history is only half reported ,
half written. One interpretation will
not suffice. They are as varied and
different as spectators are numerous.
Some are more fortunate in having:
an opportunity to see more intimately
and within a wider scope our dynamic civilization. Pierre Van Paassen has tried to give continuity to the
human procession as it marches
through the years. .In his partially
autobiographical account of "Days In
Our Tears" he has given this to us
with a more significant emphasis on
the biography of our generation.
' More specific aspects of our cultural
scene are contained in such a book as
"Modern Works Of Art" in which are
presented the works of such artists
as Cezanne and van Gogh in painting;
Maillol and Epstein, in sculpture j and
many other noted names in constructions, architecture and furniture. "We
hiay have ideas and form opinions of
the culture of a people, a period, or a
country ; but only through art can we
grasp anything like an adequate comprehension of their aspirations and
realizations.
To turn nearer home we have only
to read the title of George Fielding
Eliot's new book "The Ramparts We
"Watch," to set everyone to speculating as to a possible invasion of America. Just what are the possibilities of
an attack upon our country? And
what defenses have, we with which to
meet such an attack? Most timely in
such a discussion when war is increasingly imminent with every passing
hour,— "Ms bold and accurate book
carries urgency and importance. "
The prevailing advance opinion on
marriage which prompted a questionnaire among the students on the advisability of a course in marriage at
Colby has lead us to believe that marriage as an institution is weakening
in its foundations. But Robert and
Francis Brinkley a thoroughly modern
young couple, hold the belief that
marriage still has value of an unquestioned definiteness and premanence.
"What Is Right With Marriage " is a
straightforward
statement.
Once
again a young couple affirm their
faith in this basic institution.
It would be unfair indeed to suppose that this modern world has left
us without the mystery and adventure that challenged such explorers as
Columbus and Magellan so many
years ago.
Vilhjalmer Stiffanssen claims that
such may still be found in the "Unsolved Mysteries of the Arctic/'

Escort Service
Established On
Buckeye Campus
Columbus, 0.— (AGP)—Yes , believe it or not, today's eo-eds are in
need of men to escort them to social
and good-time functions.
Proof of the fact is a brand-new
survey made by two Ohio State University students, J, W. Danner and
Don Ziegler—proof that was so conclusive to them that they 've ann ounced the establishment of an escort
service on tho Buckeye campus.
Of the 213 girls questioned , 109
indicated thoy would "perhaps- *'"patronize such a service, and 32 would
definitely make use. of it. More than
three-fourths of them would use the
service to get a date for a visiting
friend , while half of them would patronize the services for themselves.
"Oddly enough, som e o f the most
popular girls aro among the most interested ," Dannor pointed out. "Part
of the interest is created by the novelty o£ tho i d ea , and part of it seems
to arise from advantages wo , didn 't
even seo u ourselves until thoy were
pointed out hy som e oi! the girls."
"At present Datinor and Zioglcr
have 10 escorts engaged in the service. Prices aro, in addition to tho expenses of tlio date, 75 cents for afternoon , ijH.BO .evenings, $ 8 formal.
Ph otograph s of "esq uires " will be furnish od u po n re q uest ,

The Women's Instrumental Trio
composed of Elizabeth Bavis, violin, ^;.
Eleanor Bavis, cello, and Elizabeth Solie, piano , played for the worn- s
en's assembly en Monday morning, Feb. 27. The trio played the Allegro Movement" of¦ ' Mozart¦"'G- Minor ' 'Con- ¦
certo and the Andante from Mendel- -'
ssohn Trio in D Minor. ,
.' -Miss Ninetta Hunnals also spoke ont
the Women's Embassy , that is here ¦
this week and expressed the hope that. '
the girls would all find it helpful to>
discuss their problems ' with experienced youth leaders- A complete
program of all activities during the
Women's Embassy was handed out to
students.

Quot able Quotes

LORIMER CHAPEL COMPLETED
With its pointed spire and stately steps , Lor imer Chapel looks down upon the present Colb :
Campus.
It will still be the highest building on the New Cam pus. The exterior has been com
plet ed and the interior will be finished when th e campus is ready for use.

Men 's Cha pel Hears
Quarte t Of 1940
Dean Marriner opened the men's
assembly last Friday by speaking
about the Fraternity Embassy. He
emphasized the fact that pledges of
all fraternities are also included in
the embassy. All fraternity members
were urged to attend the voluntary
chapel meeting last Tuesday.
President Johnson introduced the
Class of 1940 quartet who occupied
the rest of the assembly with various
vocal selections. The quartet, including Halsey Frederick, Conrad Swift,
Buell Merrill, and Spencer Winsor,
sang "Brothers in Song, Sing On,"
"Absent," "The Whiffenpoof' s Song, "
"Ol' Man Noah." "Mandy Lee," "Colby March of Progress," and , as an encore, "Cocaine Bill,"

Students Of Rutgers
Universit y Act
After Discussion
New Brunswick, N. J.,—(ACP)—
Workers of the world, unite ! With
this slogan students >of the Rutgers
University economics of labor class
took Professor Walter R. Peabody at
his word and organized a union to put
¦
classroom discussion into practice.
But the plan seems to have backfired
on the innocent proposal of the instructor.
With a five-point program as their
platform, the students demand optional exams, no classes after dance weekends, lecturers from outside the campus, abolition of taking the roll in
class and the returning of all test papers within a week after tests.

47 Colleges Ha ve
Refugee Students

New York City—(ACP)—At least
47 colleges throughout the country
have . made plans for providing scholarships and living expenses for this
to
Etiropean
academic
term .
refugee students, it has been announced here by the newly-formed Intercollegiate Committee to Aid Student
Refugees, a non-sectarian organization to extend and coordinate refugee
work on the campuses.
In most instances college administrations have waived tuition fees
while
student-faculty committees
have raised funds for room and board
and ' living expenses.
The
Intercollegiate Committee
seeks to bring to this country only
students of great ability whose
achievements and personality put
them on a level with Rhodes scholars.
Selections are therefore based on exceptional academic records, well
rounded interest in non-academic subjects, together with testimonials of
excellent character.

Negotiations are proceeding slowly
with the cooperation of the instmct.or. Student officers of the union
hope that an agreement will be reached soon. They point out , rather casually, that the weapons of a union
such
as a strike, picketing and a boyThe most disagreeable .weather of
cott
can
be employed, if necessary.
the year failed last Sunday to keep a
good crowd fro m hearing Smiling
THE COLLEGIATE REVIEW
Jack McMichael speak to the Forum
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
on his recent experiences in China.
Seventy U. S, colleges and universiTalking in the Congregational Church ,
ties have provided scholarships for
Mr. McMichael succeeded in enterrefugee students.
taining as well as informing his atTwo-thirds of Vermont's village
tentive audience .
Cambridge , Mass.— (ACP) —Point- communities are represented in the
Jack explained that although he ing the way to what may become a University of "Vermont student body .
was expected to return from China , new system of United States educaThe University of Georgia has banwhere he has spent the last twelve tion , Harvard University authorities ned student hitch-hiking at night, and
months, with a long face and a down- have declared successful the experi - has forbidden co-eds to hitcli-hike at
cast attitude, bemoaning the fate of mental plan of training high school any time.
the Chinese. And he saw enough to graduates by "undergraduate faculThe University of Mississippi is the
make him feel a little that way.
ties."
latest of the colleges to open a stuBut, said Jack , there is something
Designed to aid high school grad- dent-operated night club on its cam indomitable , something unconqueruates who cannot attend college , the pus. A nickelodeon furnished the
able , about the spirit of a Chinaman.
nation 's oldest university has created music for its opening night.
Especially is this true in those who
classes that are taught by students.
Of 333 University of Oklahoma coare attending the universities which
Under the new system, 50 Boston high eds answering a questionnaire , SIS
have been forced to move far to the
school alumni have followed college checked "to make friends " as the reaWest, their campuses having been decourses under tho volunteer tutelage son for coming to college .
stroyed , their materials confiscated
of 100 Harvard graduates, most of
The earth is 13,900 ,000,000 years
by the invading army. And so Jack
them henor men,
old,
according to Dr. Alois F. Kovarilc,
McMichael felt that there is hope for
Classes in the unique course meet Yale University physicist.
China.
More than 46 ,000 ' of New York
Ik may not como tomorrow , not at night in tho dormitory rooms of
"faculty
members.
"
There
they
Un
iversit y's 200,000 alumni live in
have
even next yoar. But the pendulum
relayed
on
to
thorn
the
material
that New York City.
is bound to swing, Every indication
today in China points to this fact , the "teachers" have learned in their
Harvar d ' University students,are
both in occupied and in free territory. college courses,
approximately two inches taller than
Tho Japanese militarists cannot conThe "pickapack scholar " plan is- be. th o average undergraduate at midtrol what they have conquered. Guer- i n g cont inue d this semest er , an d has western universities..
illa warfare and oj»en defiance of tho interested National - Youth AdminisAlm ost a milli on gal l ons of fuel oil
Jap regime aro every where apparent, tration 'Officials , who are considering are re qu ire d to
heat M ount Hol y oke
The Japanese have suppo sedly oc- offering this work to . college stu dents College buildings
a year.
cupied a largo portion of Eastern who n ow receive government aid.
Exa ctly 544 of the C85 Federal
China. .A ctually, however , they conBesides learning in evening classes ,
Bureau
of Investigation staff aiiombors
trol only the railroads and large cities the "pickaback scholars " watch exhave
university
degrees.
in these districts , and their govern- periments in the university 's laboraPurdue University is planning a
ment is holpl pss in the outlying areas. tories and have full use , of tho unisummer school . toy train fraternity
This job of subduing China is just too versity 's libraries,
house mothers and counselors, y
big for a country the size of Japan ,
. . . Of the 18,2215 young people who
said McMich-iol. And tho day is not
far oil' when a bigger and better
registered
with tlio NYA employment
Blazing youth on tho Wheaton ColChina, a reall y unified nation , not a lege campus havo formed a now Ued service in October, only ono' • ••per cent
¦¦
Japanese puppet stat'o, will com e out Heads Clu b.
wero college graduates, . - ' ¦'• ." '¦: *

McMichael Sees
Hope For Future
Of Chi na

Under grad Faculties
Succeed At Harva rd

¦
- . . (By Associated Collegiate Press)
"More complete service, more expert observation, clearer and more interesting reports are the ^.ways that
the newspaper strives to improve itself. Let the-educator realize the
value of this service and utilize it to>
the advantage of his students. He
will have made an important contribution to our civilization if he can.
teach his students how to read a newspaper." New ' York University's Professor H: B. Rathbone believes ,th.at
we should be taught how to use "the
greatest educational force in society. ".
"Our young men may come out all
right—probably they will but at college age they are still soft. For each
new generation infancy is being prolonged a little more. The law of the
survival of the .fittest is more and
more being suspended , both by government and by indulgent parents.
The consequences are a little frightening." President Tyler Dennet of
Williams College gives us a new slant
on the growth of education.
"In the harmony of letters and the
cooperation of the mind, it would be
almost impossible to raise a war ', 'id'f
hysteria. Hope for peace lies in tlie
colleges, in the development of , the
mind." President "William Mather
Lewis, Lafayette . College, b elieves
educators should be affiliated with embassies and legations throughout the
world.

Amhers t College Has
Pre -Marria ge Forum
Of interest to .Colby students who
are seeking some type of marriage
course is the first Pre-Marriage
Forum of Amherst college , sponsored
by the Amherst Christian Association , .which will be opened this week
with an address by Professor Erdman
Harris, Religious ' Dire ctor of liawrenceville Academy. Modeled after
similar forums held at Vassar , Mt.
Holyoke , and Wesleyan , the Amherst
discussion will study the Pre-Marriage
subject from the physiological , sociological, ethical, and spiritual aspect^
Future lecturers scheduled ito address Amherst " students during the
series are Dr, Grace Loucks Elliott,
Dr. Oliver Buttevfield , and Dr. Richard Folsom.
The lecturers will address morning
chapel meetings, and lead informal
discussion groups in the afternoons. ;
¦
¦
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Waterville Steam Laundr y
"Shirts Done A$ Mon Like Them "

45 Main Street

< Tel. 145

Painter 's Annex
Lunches,

(Leo 's)

Good Drinks, 3 for 25c

10 Common St., Opp, Opera House
l

Phone 212-W

Rose's Flower Shop

.1
'

,

¦

<

'* ' over McLellan's , •' ;< ,
Corsages Our Specialty , - '
(
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Wilson C. Piper, '39, D. TL House (Tel. 774)
Managing Editor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ —_— ( _ -. Ellis Mott
__„ Sally Aldrich, '39 (Tel. 81980)
Women's Editor
Business Manager ——Willard Smyth, '39 (Tel. 1010)
ASSOCIATE EDITORS : Ral ph Delano, *40 ; Ernest Marrin er , '40 ;
Spencer "Winsor, '40 ; Ruth Gould, »40; Ruthi Roherts , '41.
ASSISTANT EDITORS : Hartle y Either , '41; Ral ph B. Rowe, '41 ;
J. Jose ph Freme , '41 ; Elmer Baxter , '41; Edward Quarringto n, '41;
Stephen Sternbe rg-, '41 ; Estelle Rogers, '39 ;_ 01ive Pullen, ' _0 ; Willetta McGrath , '41 ; Prudence Piper , '41.
.......Elbert Kjoller , '40
Charles Rand all, '40
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ASSISTANT . BUSINESS MANAGE RS: Raymond Burbank , '41 : Pau l
Sheldon , '41 ; Richard Tha yer , '41 ; Donald XaGasse y, '41.
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Men Enlig htened . . .

The m€n have been heard to remark m the tullness of their ignorance that the rules by which
the women live are superfluous and silly, and that
the goveTning board is under the iron thumb of
faculty pressure. May we explain ?
In the first place, the men don't seem to know
anything- about the subj ect. Some of the weird
ideas which they hold as to the functions of Student Government in the Women's Division are
ridiculously far-fetched.
The Excutive Board is elected on a non-political basis. To put the matter briefly,, no change or
addition to the Student Government Constitution
can be made without the two-thirds vote of the
whole Women's Divi sion and changes or additions
to the by-laws such as those governing absences
from dormitories and smoking, are discussed and
voted upon by the Executive Board.
This board , elected, let us repeat, non-politically, has- powers granted to it by the vote of the
Women's Division as a whole. Its rules are carefully checked over once each year, and compared
with the rules of other colleges, by a committee
of its members, and changes are prescribed to the
vote of the board when necessary. This is done
independently of faculty assistance.
Board meetings are attended by eleven students
and usually the faculty adviser, making a total of
twelve equal votes. Faculty advice backed by seventeen years of experience is given in discussions
among all the members. The president of the board
presides over the meetings, and acts as spokesman
for the group when decisions have been made ;
but she lias no more power than any other of its
members.
We recommend that anyone who wishes to
speak out against Student Government first find
out what he's talking about.

Congratulations, Colby Choir , . .

Thank you, John White Thomas and the Colby
College Choir, for the excellent concert. And thank
you, Colby students, for your almost unanimous
support of this college activity . The enthusiasm
which the students, faculty; and townspeople show
for the work of the musical clubs indicates the
value and popularity of the clubs more strongly
every year.

YE GLADIATOR COLUMN
Dear G lad iat or:

y Spencerr Winsor must be congratulated on his fine column in the- ECHO this wook. It really was a pleasure to
see . Mr; Winsor come out with the statement that "war is
the probable outcome " of the new crisis browing in Europe. While this prediction may not come true this spring,
it seems quite probable that the long-awaited Second
World War cannot bo too far off in the futu re.
, , However, I would like to take issue with ono of Mr.
Winsor's statements. He believes that England is finished
w ith its '•'appeasement" policy and has realized that she
must pursue a. stronger policy with respect to the Totalitarian States. I do not think , that as long as Chamberlain remains in office , this policy can xeally g o Into 'effect.
Chamb erlain wont to Munich with tho unofficial support of tho President as convoyed A. him, by. oim ambassadox, Mr; Kennedy , Ho know at that time that the United

States would- back up England to the extent oi sending
everything but men to the Democracies in their fight
against the dictators. Germany at that time was not as
fully prepared for war as she is now and as she will be
in future months. Japan is gradually withdrawing troops
from China to prepare for the corning battle with Russia.
Italy has almost completely finished . mopping up in Spain
and.can now concentrate her forces in the Mediteranean.
Germany is gradually increasing her ' oil reserves with oil
from Russia and Eoumania.
France has recently carried the torch against the dictators. She sent troops into French Soinalilan d in defiance of Mussolini. . It seems as though England were now
following France instead of the opposite being the case.
England may still pursue a truly vital foreign policy but
I believe that this return to real British Diplomacy can
only be possible with the- removal of Chamberlain. If
Chamberlain goes, then we may see England once again
determined to adhere to its treaties and obligations as did
the England of 1914. Until then, we can only wait and
hope for the best, knowing that the worst is yet to come.
May England only see herself as others see her: Sincerely,
_
.
Emanuel K. Frucht.

Miss Ukhsttdson9
Colby Alumna, Praises
!
OF THE WEEK — ¦'
A meeting of Verein Eulenspiagel
Sociology Lecturers
will be held on March « in the Social

N OTICES

Room of the Alumnae Building at
7 :45 P. Ivl. Gabriel La Pique- French
Exchange Student will talk on his. trip
to Germany. Folk dancing, refreshments and card games will follow the
talk.

Dr. -Curtis MorroW has received the
folio-wing interesting letter from Miss
Sylvia Richardson, a Colby alumnacomniending the series of lectures?
sponsored by the Sociology department. Miss Richardson is doing social , -frork iri Aroostook.
BASEBALL MANAGERS
Dear Professor MorroW :
All members of this Senior class,
I noticed in the newspapers the
who are inte rested in a-ctin g- as Senior 'other day that you are to have lecMana ger of -a.seTball For the coming tures ,in Sociology class for the next
seaso n, should tu rn in thfeir -written semester by people in the public welrepl ications to the Athle tic Office "be- fare departments in Maine. I was
fore Saturday, Ma rch 4. An appoint- certainly delighted to read it, as I
ment will be made to fill the present know of how much value such lectures
vacancy in this managersh ip.
Would have been to me, had. I had
them when I entered this work.
Of course I was also pleased to see
that Miss Parrott and Mx. MaeDonald
«Bv PERK"
of our department are to talk as 3
think they have done more to improve
children 's work in Maine than anyBy SPE NCER WINSOR
Snow, snow,
one else in the past few years. Of
Beautiful snow—
course I would think that !But I have
As Italians began to move from France and Corsica at
I love to play in the mud !
VOICE OF EXPERIECE :-"Let him certainly benefited a great deal by
the command of the Italian government, France sought
in this move an answer to future French-Italian relations. that thinketh lie stan<deth take heed their training.
Fan hoping some of the best girls in
Two reasons for the Italian move were given: (1) Italy lest he fall."
soon expects to be at war with Prance ; (2) Italy wishes
S A T UEDAY'S S O R O R I T Y the Sociology class will be taking th-e
to scare France into a belief that the agitation for Tuni- SWING- : We observed a mode of out- Personnel "Board exams in the spring
sia, Corsica and Nice will be backed up. If we believe ward expression for strong emotions and will want to get int*> our departthe New Republic 's editorials (that Hitler and Mussolini of joy and sorrow, love and rage— ment I almost wrote you last spring
are trying to force another Munich) , then we will accept and even for the most solemn and im- to say that I thought there might be
the second explanation. If on the other hand, we take passioned religious feelings.
an opportunity for Colby girls bat
at face value the statements of Neville Chamberlain—to
LIFE STUDY : He sleeps with his then I decided you might think I was
aid France if her vital interests are threatened, and that mouth open and his window closed.
telling you something you already
of Lord Halifax just last week—to resist "by force any
problem
knew about.
PERSONAL : Once the
threat to their (French ) rights or independence. . .," and child of the American Academy - of
I hope the students will get a goo d
Daladier's determination to "stand firm in the face of all Dramatic Arts, (and still lengendary idea of the welfare set up iri Maine
threats." then war is the only answer for . dictators cannot —I am informed) I shall long remem- from the talks and will really rememback down and by the democracies own words they will ber the sotty, rip-roarin', ostentatious ber it because I have decided that a
not back down.
group of insipid lovers of the very few and too few people know
But the move of Italians to the Fatherland was only one DRAMA, God bless it!
much about the State's affairs. I repart of the European political mystery. Finance and
NOTICE : "Flannel-mouth" Taylor , member you used to tell us that, and
trade offered other problems. The Dutch Guilder con- my valentine of '35 (one of the direc- of course I didn't realize how little I
tinued to fall in the face of a rise in almost every other tors in the dramatic department set knew until I got into it. And I still
monetary unit, it was unexplained aside from the sugges- up in the Nati onal Council, in Wash- know little.
tion that it might be that the'Holland Jews were remov- ington, D. C.) has graciously agreed " Being in Aroostook is a grand exing capital slowly but steadily, fearing German pressure to aid in a local production for the perience, especially as we have a
on the Dutch market.
trained social worker as ' a supervisor
benefit of the Colby tennis team.
Germany, in Hitler's words, "must export or die." Since
Watch for further announcements ! now , and it's interesting to see
Russia has refused to have anything to do with German
changes for the better after two
goods, and Central Europe seems unable to furnish cash
years. And as you always said , social
en
ave changes come very slowly. I .love the
for them, and non-European countries are suspicious o_
the German barter system, England which can offer rich
children 's work, that is, particularly
markets is on the spot. Should she relieve this economic
the committed children's work, and I
pressure of a Reich which does not hesitate to threaten
hardly knew that there were State
British with war? If England will not help, will Hitler
wards when I was in college.
be faced by economic collapse or the alternative, war,
Smyrna Mdls, isn't in my territory
Maintaining the superior ' scholarchoose the alternative ? Chamberlain steered a middle ship standing they have held for eight but Squa Pan and the Oxbow are and
course, typically English, and typically conservative. A succesive years fraternity men in-the I'm sure they are equal to all your
,
trade commission was sent to the Reich , and reports cir- United States in 1937-1938 increased remarks about Smyrna Mills !
culated that it would probably come home with new by 60 per cent the margin by which
I'm sure you will enjoy this story
markets for English products. How ironic that England they excelled non-fraternity men the about transportation up here. I was
should now assist Germany in a crisis which is directly previous year,
it was announced this in Presque Isle one day when the
traceable to Germany's effort to keep up with England's week at the
completion of a survey roads were terribly icy, and I had to
vast arms rebuilding program.
made by the National Interfraternity go to Ashland , so I thought I'd try
Russia, who does not need to import, is the real directhe train. I phoned the statron and
Conference.
tor of Continental trade. Last week she intrigued usualasked
whether there was a train to
At Colby college , six of the eight
ly-on-the-fence Poland a bid nearer to the Soviet by an fraternity
Ashland.
The man said , "Oh , yes,
chapters showed scholaradvantageous trade agreement. The Soviet refused Ger- ship
you
leave
here
at 10:10 A, M., go to
above the all men's average, and
man trade and laughed when axis partners Germany and
Squa
Pan
, stay over night and get to
the fraternity index was above the
Italy quarrelled over the Russian oil surplus wliich had
all-men 's index. The study also dis- Ashland at 9 :30 the next morning."
been promised to Italy three weeks before.
closed that Colby fraternity men im- As the distance is 27 miles, I decided
proved in scholarship from 1936-37. to struggle over by car.
THIS COLLEGIAT E WORLD
Sincerely,
Average chapter membership was 20.
Sylvia M. Richardson .
In the New England survey, 204 fra(By Associated Collegiate Press)
ternity chapters had an average memIf they are nothing else, the 15 pledges of Alpha Tau bership of 38, 62.
Omega at tlie University of Missouri are ingenious. To
The National Interfraternity Conprotect recent assignment of pledge "duties" oiitside their ference scholarship study covered
fraternity house , they marched down to the city jail , asked 1930 chapters , composed of a total of
(and received) lodging for the night.
63,' 481 men , located on 170 campuses.
The jailer claimed he meant no slur on their valor when The average chapter size the country
he quartered them in the little - used women's section of over was 32.89. - Not all educational
The Interfaith team -which is a part
the "cooler. "
institutions grade students, but the of the national effort to bring about
survey included all schools in which understanding and brotherh ood beUniversity of Illinois males, a bit out-of-sorts over the grades are available.
tween Jews, .. Catholics, and Protesmany systems usedi to pick campus ..beauty queens, have
Asserting that poor scholarship tants began a series of deputation
devised a rating form they believe beats any used else- among fraternity.men is a myth that trips last Sunday.
At Madison tlie
where. Their subjects arc given points for the following: has been dispelled , Dr. Alvan E. team held
a planned debate on "Free2 points for a letter from the boy-friend at home ;
Duerr , scholarship chairman of the dom in a Democracy " before a large
5 points for a male phone call ;
Conference , stated that the showing audience. Saturday afternoon , March
7 points for a long-distance phone call;
is the moro signficant ' since during 4. they will' speak before the South
8 points for each week-end date ;
tho half dozen years of the depression China grange. ' Sunday aftomoom ,
10 points for a major dance bid ;
the scholastic record of student bodies March 5, the team will conduct a simi36 points for the first fraternity dance bid ;
as a whole hns improved steadily. An lar service at the Methodist Church
35 points for the first fraternity pin acquired.
improvement was recorded the past in Fairfield.
¦Un der this system , you are really a queen if you can year
in 52 per cent of the 170 instiBecause of weather conditions ,
score 50 points in a week. Chief problem is to get the tutions surveyed. •
"The Groat Choice " was not presentco-eds to give accurate reports on. phone calls , letters , etc.
That scholarship conditions seem ed at Fairfield last Sunday, but it will
healthier among fraternity in en in the bo presented for tho frrst time in tlie
, You. have probably heard of the student who wont to larger institutions than in the
smaller , Alumnao, Building, Sunday evening,
school several years and lost so many hours by cutting unquestionable because the larger in- March 5, at 0:3 0, at the Foxum
procl asses that h o came out i n tho h ole , but horo is an authen- stitutions have organized social ' life gram.
tic case in which tho collegian actually broke eyen for one m ore o/Tecfcively and nro furnishing
Alta J_stel>rook, Ml , lod the deputasemester.
bettor guidance , was po inte d' out b y tion service at the Young People's
;' I t- s eems that a Texas Technological College student Dr. Du err; Fraternities at ovory uni. mo oting of tlio First Baptist church of
dnixilled'fdr a total of 11 hours. Finding that his load was vsrsity in the Big Ten Conference , Oakland ) last Sunday evening'
. Mar itoo,heavy he dropped one of those. When the semester with the exception ef Iowa, either lyn Ireland
by
, ' .^- accompanied
Olivo
was ovor he had flunked nine moro and'received so many riuido a pronounced advancement in Savage, '41,, was tho soloist,
Bonon
cuts : that he . lost the- ono he had passed. And so he was scholarshi p or maintained a healthy Topalion 41, an d Willar d Smy
,
th , '39,
back whor e he started , oven with the collogo! ' :
scholastic condition , ho reported .
condu cted the 7 :00 service.
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Fraternity M H
Superior Records
In Scholarship

Ittterfaith Team
Conducts Deputation
Tri ps Last Sunday

French Archite cture
Subject Of Stro ng's
Illustrate d Lecture

Members and friends of the Colby
Federation of Arts were extremely
fortunate Monday, Feb . 27 to hear
another of their series of illustrated
lectures. The lecture read by Professor Strong traced the development
of French Architecture from Roman
times to 1922. The views of Gothic
and Ronaanesque churches were particularly attractive. The numerous
allusions made the lecture of unusual
interest to students of both French
and History.
Among the water color drawings
which were shown were several of unusual merit and interest. Numbers
7 and 18 are 'by a former Colby student. These paintings are as follows
and will be >on exhibition in the library.
The drawings include :
1. In this we are naked and raceless, Frances Hilderbrand , Battle
Creek, Mich.
2. Sparkling Blues, Eegina Marcottle , Belmont, Mass.
<4.
i\/r tj ^»,««
«»,;o
3. T>^™
Begonia,
M. Bennett r>..~.,.«
Brown ,
Rockport , Mass.
Valley,
Dorothy
4. Mountain
Morse Howe, Pawlet, "Vt.
5. Help Wanted , Roberts Wright,
Portland , Me.
6. Julius Moessel, Chicago 111.
7. Peonies, Elizabeth Winchell,
Brunswick, Me.
8. After the Rain , Eager Deering,
Portland, Me.
9. Parkers ' Pier, "William Dow,
South Portland , Me.
10. "Virginia Coast , Harry Oleson,
New York, N. Y.
11. Early Snow, Clifford . Merithew, Brandon, Vt.
12 Abandoned, Andrew Winter,
New York, N. Y.
13. Blaine Coast, Alta Bucknam,
Portland, Me.
14. "White
Cockatoo ,
Dugald
Shaw , Canton, O.
15. Savannah Alley, Walton Blodgett, New York, N. Y.
16. Butterflies in the Rain , Ruth
Benzinger, Jamestown, N . Y.
17. Around the old church , J.
Jebbrey Grant, Chicago III.
18. Kennebunk
Beach ,
Betsy
Winchell , Brunswick, Me.
19. High Street Corner , Clyde
Singer, Malvern , 0.
20. By the sea , Harry deMaine,
New York, N. Y.
21. At the foot of the hill, Jessica
Farnham, Birmingham , Ala.
22. Hot Chestnuts , Thomas Home,
Boston, Mass.
23. Fish House Point, Eleanor
Crocker Eames, South Portland , Me.

Colby J. V. Track Team
To Meet Bridgt on
On Saturday
Next Saturday, March 4, Bridgton
Academy 's track team will come to
Colby to compete with the Colby
Junior Varsity track team in the Field
House. The Oolby team will be made
up of freshmen and members of the
varsity track squad who haven 't earned letters yet. The freshman team,
.strengthened by Elder , Goffin , Fost er
and Gooch ought to give the boys
from Bridgton a bit of real competition. The meet will start promptly
at three o'clock.

YALE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF NURSING
A Profession / or the College

Woman

Delta Upsilon Holds Deke Lion Leajjs
87th Annual Ban quet , To Cham pionshi p
A rampant Deke lion roared to the
Sar gent , Toastm aste r fraternity,
basketball championship by

Thursday night the • Colby Chapter, subduing a . . supposedly potent Phi
to
of Delta Upsilon fraternity held their Delt aggregation by a lop-sidedJ55
¦ :-¦;. ¦¦ " . .'
,
.,
;
.y
.
: . • ; .
.. •
eighty-seventh annual banquet in the 27 score.
like a
Hotel.
working
Starting
fast
and
Crescent
•
the
Red Lounge of
.
Deke
juggerwell
oiled
machine
:
the
in
the
excel,
unusual
The banquet was
lency of the speakers and in the pres- naut ravaged the enemy ranks into a
: . state of sub mission as they rolled on
ence of other than D. "U. men.
Individualist Dwight Sargent was to tally basket after basket. Paced
brilliant as toastmaster. Chapter by Young, the . boys of the "burned
ended;
President, Nathanael Guptill gave an house" led 19 to 8 as -the half
¦
'
"W
..
ild
inspiring challenge to "the initiates to Do-wnie and Ames Go
:
Soon
after
the
gun
renewed
hosthe
prestige
and
influence
maintain
the
"Mutt
campus
tilities
for
the
second
half
on
the
,
attained
.
that D. U. has
Former pledge captain Clifford and Jeff" of Potatoland, . "Oneie"
"
Came spoke for the Neophytes, ac- Arries a_id Farmer Downie, went to
:
cepting the challenge and expressing tdwh. They rifled baskets ' from all
their pleasure at the opportunity to angles; and when the " smoke cleared ,
join such a distinguished brotherhood. had netted 29 points b etween them. ;
The yoeman-like ' work of Beach
Hugh A. Smith, principal of Coand
White on the defense was superb
burn , spoke for the Alumni. He spoke
as
they
held the high scoring enemyof the prestige and power that D. U.
forward
wall to a scant 17 points.
has as a national • fraternity and of
the numerous famous men that are
The summary :
members.
(27) Phi Delts
Deke- (55)
The guest of honor and most dis- Downie, rf 6 (1)- —-. 2 rf , East
tinguished speaker was President Ames,' If 7 ( 2 ) _ _ _ _ _ _ . 5 If , Salisbury
' .;
'.'__ !_
Franklin W. Johnson. President John- Daggett If 2__ *_ __
son, although not a D. U. himself , Young, c 5 ( 4 ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 (1) c, Heed
complimente d the Brotherhood -upon Beach, rg 2
.
2 rg, - Stumpp
their success in putting their ideals White, lg.2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . 3 1g, Cobb
into practice. He also explained the A. T. O. Trims Tau Delts
plan for building fraternity houses on
The A. T. O. quintet finally came
Mayflower Hill. President Johnson
through
to wind up the current fraespecially complimented Delta Up silon
ternity
basketball
season with a vicfor having taken the forward step of
tory
over
a
stubborn
Tau Delt teani
abolishing the less dignified forms of
27
to
20.
initiation. He said that D. U. was
The game was close and hard
able to impress upon , its members
fought
all the way Bubar and Cot:
that they were joining a great and
ton,
however,
teamed up to garner
distinguished society without beating
20
of
the
total
points thus keeping
it into them.
their
team
from
being the sole occuThe largest number of pledges to
pant
of
the
cellar
berth. Borovoy
be initiated at one time in several
years were : Ralph Delano, '40, Carl played well for the losers as he pierMcGraw, '40, John Morrison, '40, ced the netting five times for 10
Spencer Winsor, '40, Lawrence Berry, points.
'41, Charles Huff, '41, Clifford Came,
'42, I>arold Hocking, '42, Edward Loring, '42, Gordon Richardson , '42, "Walter Woodard , '42 , Addison Steves,
'42, and Harry Johnson, '42.

Sawye r , Berr y Lead,
Basketball Scores

Tau Delta Phi
Initiates Thirteen

QUALITY FOO TWEAR
Always Correctl y Sty led

Endicott-Johnson Shoe
|
Store
__
lV

MASTER OF NURSING
science or philosophy from a
colle ge of approved standing is
required for admission.
FoKj catalogue and information
address
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The Dean

Yale School of Nursing
Ne w I-Iavon , Connecticut
Boothb y & Harriett Co.
GENERAL INSURANCE
Water villc.Me
185 Main Stt ,

Manuscri p ts And Melodies
A New One For Your Bull Sessions
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Random House, that New York
publishing concern, which does so
much to bring good books to the
American public, at reasonable prices,
has recently added two first-rate new
titles to the Modern Library Giants.
One of these added late in 1938 is
James T. Farrell's, "Studs Lonigan;"
the other is an Anthology of the
Philosophy of John Dewey, the noted
American educator. The Dewey Anthology is entitled "Intelligence in the
Modern World ," and is provided with
an excellent critical introduction by
Joseph Ratner.
. .
Recommending Farrell's "Studs
Lonigan"may startle the unwary , since
the book is a painfully realistic study
of a young man's growth to manhood, with an almost too graphic emphasis on the more flamboyant -experiences of adolescence. Tf . people
want to read something nice or pretty,
they should not read "Studs Lonigan."
If , on the other hand, they . dare to
face the tragic truth of .what a,sordid
life may mean and what an undisciplined life can result In, "Studs Lonigan" is definitely their book. The old
saying, "To the Pure in Mind, All
Things Are Pure,"" bears particular
emphasis in .connection with Mr. Farrell's novel . Numerous people will
consider it too coarse a novel for general circulatrbn/'but they should be
reminded of the fact that literature
is never coarse for its 'own sake, that
life may be coarse .but that the artist's
interpretation of it must always be
truthful.
Antholog y . Up-to- date
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CHOIR RECITAL
'. X ;
Generally speaking, most of us are ; '
pleased with the concert given by the - „
Colby College Choir last Thursday , /<
evening. To be sure, the program was ' ..*.;
a bit long and so varied that it seem- > ' i
ed to lack unity. The members of the I ,
choir were, on the whole,,more effec- \tive that the instrumental soloists,
though Mr. Carr is to be commended ' \
for his reading of Chopin. There is
only ojie query that comes to mind;we
¦wonder if it would be. amiss another
year to offer a shorter program with
^
consistently better music throughout.
Certainly, the choir has shown that it
can sing pieces of more than average
difficulty successfully. Why should
they sing pieces which are mediocre
and difficult when really good songs
are no. harder?
OUR MUSIC
A recent appropriation will enable
the College to add quite a few records
to what is now a good but scanty collection. The type and variety of the
new classical records that may be
bought depends upon the choice and
wishes of you—the students.
' Do you want the new records to be
purchased in a specialized field? ' In
other words, would you like the music
library to complete its collection of
all the music of one composer such as
Beethoven, or would you rather have
the college buy varied recordings?
The recordings can 't be bought without a definite plan, because it is useless to try to buy everything with the
limited . appropriation at the disposal
of the Music Department We might
mention that the collection is particularly lacking in Russian and Modern
¦ ¦
¦;¦ <
music '• ' . ¦: .
If you have . any y suggestions /:to
make, Mr. Thomas will be glstd t & j °e?
ceive them personally or to -have
them sent to him through this column;

The Anthology of Dewey 's Philosophy is a complete and up-to-date selection of representative material
from Dewey's philosophy. It even includes extracts from his new book,
"Logic," which is still in: press. Mr.
Rafcner 's introduction emphasizes a
fact, which most of lis already know,
that Dewey's speculations touch on
every important intellectual and culWhen you say it mthTlbwersXSay it,
tural problem of today. Both the books which we have menwith Ours"
tioned can "he secured from the Colby
Mitchell^ Flower Shop
Bookstore .or any other bookstore for
$1.25 apiece.
'. 144 Main St. Tel. 467-W -- 467-R
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By KEN SCOTT

Sawyer of- the Lambda Chi interfraternity basketball team lead the
league in scoring this season with 93
points and Larry Berry of the D. U.
five was runner-up with 88 points.
Tau Alpha of Tau Delta Phi , held The ten high scorers were as follow- :
its annual initiation recently and the Name
Fraternity
G.
F. Total
following thirteen pledges were initiat- Sawyer, L. C. A.
42
9
93
ed: David Brodie , '42 , Robert Cohen, Berry, D. U.
38
11
88
'42, Klaus Dreyer, '40, Emanuel East , P. D. T.
38
6
.82
Frucht, '42 , Gerald Gilson , '42, Milton Pinansky, Non-Frat. 35
12
82
Hamilt, '42, Alvin Jolovitz , '42, Kelvin Either, D. U.
28
14
70
Lock, '42, Saul Millstein , '42, Alb ert Downie, D. K. E.
29
6
64
Newell, '42 , Albert , Schoenberger, '42, Cobb , P. D. T.
26
6 • 58
Robert Wit, '42, Eliot Young, '42.
Morphy, Z. P.
2 4 . 8
56
24
8
56
On Sunday evening, at the Elm- Young, D. K. E.
20
12
52
wood Hotel, the induction banquet , Ames, D, K. E.
6
52
for the above pledges was held. This Logan , Non-Frat . 23 . .
occasion also celebrated the sixth anniversary of Tau Delta Phi on the
A recent survey revealed 37 per
Colby campus.
cent of Northwestern University's coThe faculty members present were : eds go bare-legged to classes.
Dr. "William J. Wilkinson ," Professor
The Catawba College yearb ook is
Hans C. Thory, Dr. Isaac J. Schoenberg and Professor Arthur G. Eustis. called "The Swastika," but has no
Among the alumni who attended eonection with a well-known totalij
were : Julius Sussman , '19, founder o_ tarian government,
Gamma Phi Epsilon, o ut of which
Colby 's Tau Delta Phi grew , Herman
Goffin , '16, chairman of committee in
charge of the coming Eraser Night, Dr .
Benjamin Wolman , Fr ed Sterns, '29,
Leo Barr on , '35, Ral ph Nathanson , '34,
an d Arthur Levin e, '38. Represents
ing the National Fraternity was
Grand Councill or , Seymour Cohen of
New York City.

Tho t h i r t y-two months'
course , providing an intensive
and basic experience in the various branches of nursing, l eads
t o the de gree of

A Bachelor 's de gree in arts,
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Hammer mill Bond in "Ri pple Finish"
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Campaign -For J?ar
Eastern Students
Fund Opens

Helena Glory- ___ -Elizab eth Buckner
Dr. Gall, head of the Physiological
and Experimental Department of !
R. U. R.
..Samuel Warren
Mr. Fabry, Engineer General, Technical Controller of R. U. R
"Woodrow Hall
Dr. Hallemeier , head of the Institute for Psychological Training
__ .
_Earl Higgins
of Robots
Mr; Alquist, Architect, head of the
Works Department of R, U. R._ ;
,
-__ Mortimer Lenk
Consul. Busman, General Manager .
-of R. U. R. __—Nathanael Guptill
:_ • __ Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Nana
Emphasis was placed upon having the
Radius, a Rolot ._
John Pendleton right philosophy of conduct in boyHelena, a Robotess_ .Barbara Mitchell
ahd-girl relationships. Another imPrimus,, a Robot___
Morris Searle portant subject talked about was the
Other Robots_
Stedman Howard, reconciliation of religion to science.
• Lester Jolpvitz, Frederick Sargent ,
The' grils at Dutton and Mower
Harold Seaman , Henry Johnson, houses talked with Mrs. An drew
Oilman Taylor , Wendell Brookes, Craig on the questions : Should one
.
William Tucker
have a career after marriage ? Is there
Remember, 8:00 P, M., Alumnae ' a God? There was an almost even diBuilding, tomorrow evening.
vision of opinion on the advisability
of a career after marriage, some 6_
the girls being strongly for and some
Women's Embassy
strongly against it. As for the second
(Continued
from
page
1)
R. U. iv.
question, there was a tendency to
. (Continued from page 1>
Men's Embassy
Where Mrs. Robert Grant was leader, doubt the existence of God , on the
(Continued from page 1)
Sulla , a Robotess_____Estelle Rogers relationship with the opposite sex was "basis of there being a lack of scienHarry Cohen the main topic of the bull session. tific proof.
ed their guest leaders to the?rest -of Mariu 's, a Robot
the students; present. The women also
t
presented their guest leaders; at that
time. Dean Marriner presided while
!Dr„ Newton Fetter, chairman, of tlie
men leaders, spoke. .
. Although only indirectly connected
with the-embassy, the joint S. C. M.
cabinet met with Edith Lerrigo to discuss pertinent matters of interest to
the "Y," at four o'clock Tuesday afternoon, in the Alumnae Building.

children.
7. Six full-time district health
officers.
8. The bureau of social welfare,
which gives aid to dependent children
—those who are deprived of care by
The campaign for funds for Par the death, absence, or incapacity of
:
Eastern student relief will get-under one or both parents.
9. The bureau of institutional serway this year at the: beginning of next
week. The quota throughout the col- vice, which supervises the functioning
¦ 'y
;..
:
leges in the United States has' been of state institutions.
year
to
000
last
doubled from $25,
After Mr. Leadbetter had finished
$50,000 for this year. Consequently discussing these nine topics, he talkthe returns from the Colby students ed for the rest of the period oti the
should be doubled. Last year Colby provisions of the law relating to> poor
realized $100. ?200 is not hard to relief. He said that the state has had
imagine when there are over 600 sti_r an increase in the number of paupers
dents in Colby. If. every student iai since the passing of a law stating
Colby gave twenty-five cents to this that if a person is absent from a place
fund , Colby could offer $150. This of settlement for five years or more
shouldn 't be hard for any Colby stu- without pauper assistance, he loses
dent when it is remembered that five his settlement in that.town or caty. If
cents will give ' a Chinese student he has not gained settlement somethree meals, fifteen cents will give hixn where else, the state is liable for his
a week's shelter, and one dollar will support. The State of Maine spends
give Mm. three weeks board or more: about a million dollars a year for the
$200 will pay for room and board for support of state paupers.
a whole year for ten students.

______

Good FOOTWEAR For
College Men and Women

__ ___

___

Mrs. Craig .was asked , by your
ECHO reporter if she . finds a great
amount of religious scepticism in the
different colleges she visits.
"I do find much scepticism ," said
Mrs. Crai^-, "but I don 't believe there
is as much now as there was when 3
went to school, just after the World
War."
Have Your Themes, Book Reports.
Theses and Notes Expertly Typed
Special Rate for College Students
MISS LOUISE M. HIGGINS
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
44 Main St.,
WATERVILLE, ME.

Phone 406
Res. 551-J

At five-thirty, the student representatives, together with their embassy
supper
at
the
leaders, had
Hollyhock ' House. President Jolinaon, Dean Marriner,- Professor Newman, and the ministers from three
"Waterville churches, the Reverend
Messrs. Metzner, Bromley, and Brush,
were present at this gathering. These
men spoke of the success of the Embassy and the interest taken in it v Dr.
Newton Fetter presided. At seven
o'clock, the leaders returned to their
^respective houses -for the .evening
Bull Session which lasted far into the
night.

D. U. & Tri Delt

(Continued from page 1)

JOHN ROBERT POWERS, the head of the world's
best known model agency, when booking his
famous models for fashions, advertisers and
artists, says "The call is for beauty, poise, p ersonal charm . . . th e p erf ect combination ".
(
^^

SORORITIES
Standing at
end 2nd sem.
Score
Name
Standing '37-'38
D. D. D.
1
2
44.7
P. M.
2
1
41.4
CO.
3
4
40.1
S. K.
4
5
39.6
A. D. P.
5
3
38.5
All Sorority, 41.1.
.
Non-Sorority, 34.4.
,
36.4.
All Women ,

j Leadbetter
!

i

;
i
,
i
!

.

\
!
j
j
;
:
i'

.

.

which now employs 27 nurses and 4
super-vising nurses, and which stresses
public "health education. The dissentination among schools and service
clubs of educational literature vegs,vding dental hygiene is included in this
.division. .
4. The bureau of investigation pf
communicable diseases and social h ygiene,
'
6. The division of crippled children, organized to help crippled chi,!dren become self-supporting.
6. The division concerning- tlj e
life and health of mothers and young
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